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a b s t r a c t
A key challenge in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the lack of availability of data
from a full range of changing operational and damage conditions, with which to train an
identification/classification algorithm. This paper presents a framework based on
Bayesian non-parametric clustering, in particular Dirichlet Process (DP) mixture models,
for performing SHM tasks in a semi-supervised manner, including an online feature extrac-
tion method. Previously, methods applied for SHM of structures in operation, such as
bridges, have required at least a year’s worth of data before any inferences on performance
or structural condition can be made. The method introduced here avoids the need for train-
ing data to be collected before inference can begin and increases in robustness as more data
are added online. The method is demonstrated on two datasets; one from a laboratory test,
the other from a full scale test on civil infrastructure. Results show very good classification
accuracy and the ability to incorporate information online (e.g. regarding environmental
changes).
 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1,2] is an important area of research within engineering, seeking to detect and diag-
nose degradation in structures and systems before it can impede use or become a hazard. Given the maturity and availability
of sensing hardware, a data-driven approach is commonly adopted. Here, statistical models can be used to detect similarity
(or difference) between sets of data collected from a structure, which is, in turn, used to infer its health/condition. Data-
driven approaches, if wanting to achieve more than novelty detection, require training data from multiple healthy and dam-
age states which is a significant limitation.
In many cases, it will not be possible to acquire data covering all healthy conditions and damage scenarios, the main lim-
itation being the cost of producing and subsequently damaging large valuable structures, e.g. within the aerospace industry
or civil infrastructure. A particular challenge in civil infrastructure stems from the fact that structures are often unique. The
existence of a number of different damage scenarios comes from the multiple mechanisms for damage that a structure might
experience. For example, in an aerospace structure it would be desirable to detect degrading performance from fatigue dam-
age accrual, but damage introduced by low-velocity impact is also of concern. In certain cases it will be unsafe to operate the
structure with a given type of damage present, meaning that collection of data from this damage state prior to operation of
the structure is not possible. Additionally, a structure will operate in a number of different operational and environmental
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conditions, which result in significant changes to the measured dynamic behaviour. Continuing with the example of an aero-
space structure, it is clear that there will be significant changes in behaviour between flight and taxiing. It is less obvious,
however, that there may be other confounding influences such as crosswinds on landing or freezing temperatures which will
affect the behaviour of the structure. One could go on attempting to imagine all the scenarios possible for changes in oper-
ating condition, but this is a fruitless exercise, as it quickly becomes apparent that collecting data from all these conditions is
not feasible [1,3], not least because the operator normally has little or no control over these factors.
It is desirable, therefore, to consider methods which will allow the incorporation of operational data into the training of a
given algorithm, which adapts, as time progresses. These methods are commonly referred to as online learning [4]. Rather
than pure novelty detection from a known, healthy, baseline state, it would be beneficial to be able to first detect a new
regime, then label it and be able to recognise that behaviour, should it occur, in the future. This is also sometimes called
the semi-supervised learning approach [5], where new regimes are discovered in the data which are labelled in operation
and incorporated into future analysis, this process of inspecting online leads to a partially labelled dataset.
This paper presents a process for using a Bayesian non-parametric clustering technique to learn clusters of data online
without a training phase, or with restricted training data. Then, applying labels online to the clusters in a semi-supervised
manner, the algorithm becomes an environmental/damage state classifier, reducing the occurrence of false positives as time
progresses and the algorithm learns more normal states. The layout of the paper is as follows; Section 2 presents a short
review of some key related work. Section 3 outlines the standard finite Gaussian Mixture Model, Section 4 the Bayesian for-
mulation of the Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model. A method is proposed for application to SHM problems in Sec-
tion 5 and this procedure is followed for two datasets in Section 6. Finally, a discussion of the method is presented, in
light of the results, in Section 7.
2. Related work
Traditionally, approaches to SHM from a machine learning perspective have considered only unsupervised and supervised
learning tasks1 [1]. Unsupervised learning applications are dominated by two-class classification tasks based on outlier analysis
[6,7]. A baseline healthy state is used to define a ‘‘normal” condition and then deviations from this can be detected in an online
manner. The problem of supervised learning in SHM is usually concerned with regression or classification tasks which provide
information regarding the type, location, or severity of damage in a structure [8].
Treatment of SHM as an unsupervised learning task has been mainly limited to an outlier detection problem, usually in a
laboratory setting [9,10]. The challenge in this research has been in building algorithms that are robust to false alarm and
environmental changes. A number of methods have been developed which handle this problem well [11,12]. However, a
drawback to the most common approaches to dealing with confounding influences, is that they reduce SHM to a two-
class problem, where distinction is only made between damaged and undamaged states. This fails to give additional infor-
mation about the operating conditions of the structure, which would be useful for an operator to know, or, indeed, about any
damage or performance anomalies that occur. To counteract this, a popular approach has been to consider clustering in an
unsupervised manner. The most common approaches employ Gaussian Mixture Models [13–16], or other clustering tech-
niques [17–20] in an offline manner. Tibaduiza et al. [21] present another unsupervised methodology based on self-
organising maps of features from ultrasonic pitch-catch data.
The alternative to this, and preferred option when interested in additional information, is the supervised learning task.
Here, a training dataset is formed which has information from all possible structure states; inference about the current state
can now be made via pattern recognition or machine learning methods, where new observations/data are compared to the
training set.
Although tools exist which perform very well in the supervised learning problem, a common stumbling block is the lack
of availability of complete datasets for algorithm training. It is usually prohibitively expensive to acquire training data from
all environmental conditions and damage states. For this reason, the development of algorithms which can be established/
learn fully or partially online is of particular interest. Langone et al. [22] propose an adaptive learning algorithm based on a
kernel PCA transformation, they demonstrate this by performing damage detection on a benchmark dataset – the Z24 bridge.
The algorithm performs well on benchmark data but requires an initialisation and calibration phase before being fully oper-
ational; in this phase, the structure is assumed undamaged. The method also requires user input regarding thresholds and
the expected number of clusters. Chen et al. [23] present a semi-supervised algorithm for damage detection based on a
multi-resolution classification with adaptive graph filtering; the features are extracted by passing the input signals through
a filter bank. A graph-filtering algorithm estimates the labels for unknown data given previously labelled features, and a
regression step is able to compensate for missing data in the problem informed by the graph filter.
Finite Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) in SHM have been used previously with promising results [24–26]; the strength
of the GMM is in the ability of training data to shape clusters and form a probabilistic representation of the different possible
states that the structure could be in, undamaged or damaged, with the possibility for multiple examples from each. The key
1 For the purpose of this paper unsupervised learning is defined as a situation in which data is available without any labels or outputs. This can include the
case where a dataset is collected from what is assumed to be a normal condition. The supervised learning task is treated as one where data is available with both
the inputs and outputs (either continuous or labels) from which methods for classification or regression can be trained.
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difficultly in implementing a finite GMM without a complete training set is the specification of the number of Gaussians in
the mixture. The method proposed in this paper uses a Dirichlet Process (DP) clustering model to remove the need to pre-
specify the number of clusters that are expected, while retaining a Bayesian formulation as opposed to methods such as
affinity propagation [27].
DP models have been employed in a number of machine learning tasks including: Natural Language Processing [28] and
topic modelling [29,30], where documents can be grouped according to thematic similarities. In image analysis, the model
has been used to generate captions for images [31]; it has also found use in medical image analysis [32,33], for clustering
regions of the brain from data collected by MRI or fMRI, and in genetic analysis [34,35]. In other medical applications, DP
mixture models have been used for sorting neural spike data [36].
Previously, a DP mixture model has been shown to be effective in the feature selection step in SHM [37]. In that work, the
outputs of the DP clustering model are used as features in a further analysis step – a particle-filter based damage progression
model – where they are combined with a physical model. Only the number of clusters identified by the DP is used as a fea-
ture, which does not make full use of the Bayesian nature of the DP clustering method.
The approach adopted by the authors here makes use of the Bayesian properties of the DP to allow incorporation of prior
knowledge and updates of belief given observed data. The aim is to avoid the need for a training dataset before the process
begins, but retain flexibility to include any training data as a formal prior belief. In addition there is a reduction in the num-
ber of required user-tuned parameters in the model. In this way, a model is developed which can perform powerful online
learningwith minimal required a priori knowledge in terms of access to data or a physical model. The work in this paper aims
to show how such a model can be implemented online for use in SHM. To achieve this, a novel feature selection approach is
also explored, making use of Random Projection [38] of high dimensional frequency domain features.
3. Finite Gaussian Mixture Models
It is useful at this point to review the formulation of a standard Gaussian Mixture Model. Modelling data which is inher-
ently non-Gaussian poses a challenge, as typically the inference becomes harder. It is possible to imagine that the data has
been generated, not by some complex non-Gaussian process, but from a mixture of independent Gaussian distributions. In
SHM, one could assume that during normal operation, features are clustered according to one Gaussian distribution; how-
ever, when damage occurs, the features are drawn from a separate Gaussian with different parameters. More Gaussians can
be added to cover many different scenarios relating to changing operating conditions or different damage cases.
It is possible to construct a probabilistic model which describes this behaviour. First, one proposes a multinomial distri-
bution p2, in which each element pk is the probability that a data point comes from each class, k ¼ 1; . . . ;K for K classes, andPK
k¼1pk ¼ 1. In other words, p is merely the probability that the structure is in each state.
Each state of the structure is defined by its own Gaussian distribution which has a mean, lk, and covariance, Rk. This
model is shown in Fig. 1 and it is possible to write it down as below:
xi j ci  N lci ;Rci
 
ci Mult pð Þ ð1Þ
In order to use this model, the parameters must first be determined. The parameters of the model include: the number of
clusters K; the mixing proportions p; and the cluster parameters, l1; . . . ;lK ;R1; . . . ;RK
 
. This gives a total parameter vector,
H ¼ K;p;l1; . . . ;lK ;R1; . . . ;RK
 
. Additionally, hk is defined as hk ¼ pk;lk;Rk
 
. Determining these parameters can be
accomplished quite efficiently via Expectation Maximisation [4] for h1:K and for K either the Bayesian Information Criterion
[39] or Akaike Information Criterion [40] can be used. This will give the maximum likelihood solution to the model given the
currently observed data, however, a Bayesian solution to the problem has also been explored for SHM [41] or more generally,
for the GMM, in [42].
4. Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Models
The desirable modification to this hierarchical finite GMM is to make the inference over H Bayesian. This will give more
robust estimates of the parameters, h1:K (i.e. the parameters in hk for all clusters k ¼ 1; . . . ;K), and allow a probabilistic selec-
tion of K through use of the Dirichlet Process prior. The Bayesian approach allows incorporation of prior knowledge, such as
the expected effects of damage, in a formal manner. Conversely, it also allows the data observed to shape the model belief.
Firstly, priors are placed over the cluster parameters, lk and Rk. To help with inference over the model, these priors are
chosen to be conjugate with the Gaussian distribution which is the likelihood, therefore, the prior over the means is a mul-
tivariate Gaussian and the prior over the covariances is an Inverse-Wishart (IW). These prior distributions have their own
hyperparameters associated with them which are, l0;j0;R0; m0. It is usual to combine these into a single prior distribution
over the cluster parameters H.
2 The convention adopted in this paper is to use bold lower case letters or symbols to represent vectors and UPPERCASE letters to represent matrices.
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H ¼ NIW l0;R0;j0; m0
 
¼ N l j l0;
R
j0
 	
IW R j R0; m0ð Þ
ð2Þ
To perform Bayesian inference over the mixing proportions p, as well as the cluster parameters, another prior must be
specified. The sensible choice again is to choose the conjugate prior to the Multinomial distribution, which is a Dirichlet dis-
tribution governed by a strength parameter a, which is a single number when a symmetric Dirichlet distribution [43], is
used, as in this case. Following [44], it is possible to take the limit of K !1 and form an infinite Gaussian mixture model
(IGMM) for which the generative model is shown in Eq. (3) and the graphical model is seen in Fig. 2.
xi j ci  Nðxi j lci ;Rci Þ ð3aÞ
lci j Rci ; ci  N lci j l0;
Rci
j0
 	
ð3bÞ
Rci j ci  IW Rci j R0; m0
 
ð3cÞ
ci j p  Mult pð Þ ð3dÞ
p  Dir að Þ ð3eÞ
The strength of this formulation for a mixture model in the SHM context, is that only the hyperparameters need to be
specified to use the model, there is no tuning of thresholds or calibration phase. Practically, this means that to implement
the model, the operator does not need to specify a number of expected normal or damage conditions, which is difficult or
impossible for a structure in operation. Nor does the user need to specify the changes that damage on the structure will
Fig. 1. Graphical model of a finite Gaussian Mixture Model with K components in the mixture.
Fig. 2. Graphical model of the Infinite Gaussian Mixture Model.
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introduce to the data (derived from the physical mechanism of damage or a large number of expensive tests); although in the
presence of training data, this can be easily introduced by including clusters in the model where the prior parameters of
those clusters are the posteriors of the parameters when the known data is added to the cluster.
A collapsed Gibbs sampler can be used to make efficient online inference over this model [45]. The collapsed Gibbs sam-
pler refers to the process of analytically marginalising certain variables in the model. For the DPGMM, the cluster parameters,
means and covariances, can be marginalised analytically removing the need to sample them. This gives a posterior distribu-
tion over each of the parameters against which new data can be assessed via the posterior predictive distribution, pðxi j DiÞ
3,
the likelihood of point xi given the rest of the observed data. Although potentially faster algorithms for variational inference in
the Dirichlet Process mixture model exist [46,47], it is more practical to implement the Gibbs sampler when performing infer-
ence online. The nature of the Gibbs sampling solution is that each data point is assessed marginally in the sampler, this allows
the addition of new points online rather than requiring batch updates.
For the case of a Gaussian base distribution, the Gibbs sampler proceeds as follows. The data are initially assigned to ran-
dom clusters, then at each iteration one of the data points is chosen to be (re) assessed. This point is removed from its current
cluster assignment, ci, and the parameters of that cluster are updated. If that data point was the only point assigned to that
cluster, it is destroyed and the total number of clusters, K, is updated. For each cluster, k ¼ 1; . . . ;K , the prior likelihood that
the point was drawn from that cluster k, is assessed. The prior is a Dirichlet Process prior, which for an existing cluster is
equal to:
p ci ¼ k j ci;að Þ ¼
Ni;k
N þ a 1
ð4Þ
It can be seen that the prior likelihood is governed by the hyperparameter, a, and the number of points currently assigned
to that cluster, Ni;k. The prior encourages clusters to grow, increasing a will make a higher number of clusters more likely.
Since the information from the other data points should also be included in the clustering process, the likelihood term must
be computed to get the posterior likelihood of the point belonging to each cluster, up to a constant. That is, compute:
p ci ¼ kjxi; ci;Xi;k;a; b
 
/ p xi j Xi;k; ci ¼ k; b
 
p ci ¼ kjci;að Þ where b ¼ l0;R0;j0; m0
 
, the prior constants of the base dis-
tribution. This is the posterior probability for the assignment of data point i to cluster k, given the data value, xi, the current
cluster assignments, ci, the data already assigned to that cluster, Xi;k, and the hyperparameters a and b.
The computation of the likelihood term, p xiXi;k; ci ¼ k; b
 
, involves calculating the posterior predictive likelihood of that
data point xi being in cluster k. As data are added to each cluster the parameters of that cluster are updated via conjugate
(closed form) updates to the Gaussian which defines it. The model requires a posterior distribution over the parameters of
each Gaussian cluster: lk the mean and Rk the variance. This leads to a prior over the cluster parameters
4,
R  IWm0 R0ð Þ ð5aÞ
l j R  N l0;R=j0
 
ð5bÞ
p l;Rð Þ  NIW l0;j0;R0; m0
 
ð5cÞ
/ jRj m0þdð Þ=2þ1ð Þ exp 
1
2
tr R10 R
1
 

1
2
j0 l l0
 T
R
1 l l0
  	
ð5dÞ
The updates to the posterior parameters of the cluster are efficient since the priors have been chosen to be conjugate. The
conjugate updates when n data points have been observed, are computed as shown,
ln ¼
j0
j0 þ n
l0 þ
n
j0 þ n
x ð6aÞ
jn ¼ j0 þ n ð6bÞ
mn ¼ m0 þ n ð6cÞ
R
1
n ¼ R
1
0 þ Sþ
j0n
j0 þ n
x l0
 
x l0
 T
ð6dÞ
Here, S is defined as the sum of squares matrix around the sample mean, x,
S ¼
Xn
i¼1
xi  xð Þ xi  xð Þ
T ð7Þ
It can be shown that when updating a cluster by a single data point (adding or removing a single point), the updates can
be carried out as Rank 1 updates to a Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix of the posterior, which significantly
improves the speed of the computation [48,49]. The distribution of interest for calculating the likelihood term in the DP mix-
ture model is sometimes referred to as the posterior predictive distribution p x j Dkð Þ; the likelihood that a new point x was
drawn from the posterior distribution of the currently observed data Dk, in that cluster under the assumed prior. For the
model being considered, this is given by a multivariate-t distribution with mn  dþ 1 degrees of freedom,
3 The notation i is used to indicated all points except for point i
4 Here tr ð Þ indicates the trace operator
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p x j Dkð Þ ¼ tmndþ1 ln;
R
1
n jn þ 1ð Þ
jn mn  dþ 1ð Þ
 !
¼ Z 1þ mn  dþ 1ð Þ
1
x ln
 T jn mn  dþ 1ð Þð Þ
R
1
n jn þ 1ð Þ
 !
x ln
  ! mndþ1ð Þ=2
ð8aÞ
Where,
Z ¼
C mn þ 1ð Þ=2ð Þ
C mn  dþ 1ð Þ=2ð Þ mn  dþ 1ð Þ
d=2
pd=2
jn mn  dþ 1ð Þð Þ
R
1
n jn þ 1ð Þ












1=2
ð8bÞ
As the degrees of freedom of this distribution increases, it tends towards a Gaussian. Since the t distribution has similar
shape to a Gaussian but with heavier tails, this has an interesting interpretation in the clustering model. When clusters have
fewer points, a new point which is assessed in the tails of the distribution will have a higher likelihood than if a Gaussian
were used. Practically, this will allow small clusters to still accept new points and reduce bias introduced from the small
number of points defining the cluster.
Having computed the prior and likelihood for each of the existing clusters in the model, k ¼ 1; . . . ;K , the prior and like-
lihood are calculated to account for the creation of a new cluster k
H
. The likelihood is calculated as in Eq. (8), where the
parameters of the t distribution are equal to the prior parameters b. The prior is calculated as,
p ci ¼ k
H
j ci;a
 
¼
a
N þ a 1
ð9Þ
Eqs. (4), (8), (9) allow the calculation of a value proportional to the posterior likelihood that the data point of interest xi, was
a sample from any existing cluster or a new cluster. These likelihoods need to be scaled by the marginal likelihood,PKþ1
k¼1
~p ci ¼ k j xi; ci;Xi;k;a; b
 
, where,
~p ci ¼ k j xi; ci;Xi;k;a;b
 
¼ p xi j Xi;k; ci ¼ k;b
 
p ci ¼ k j ci;að Þ ð10Þ
Practically, this means summing ~p ci ¼ k j xi; ci;Xi;k;a; b
 
for every existing cluster and the new cluster (ci ¼ k
H
¼ K þ 1)
and dividing each ~p ci ¼ k j xi; ci;Xi;k;a; b
 
by this sum. This gives a multinomial distribution for the cluster label ci of
point i.
Sampling a cluster label ci, from this distribution, the point is assigned to this cluster, either an existing cluster or a new
cluster. If the point is added to an existing cluster then the parameters of that cluster are updated according to Eq. (6). If the
point is assigned to a new cluster, that cluster is initialised from the NIW prior and the single point is added to it according
to Eq. (6). The total number of clusters is also updated to reflect the increase, K ¼ K þ 1. Once these updates are made,
another point is sampled and the process repeats itself.
Since the Gibbs sampler is a valid Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method it is guaranteed that the normalised pos-
terior distribution over the cluster labels will converge to the true posterior conditioned on a and b provided that the target
distribution of the Markov Chain is that true posterior [43].
5. Online inference in the SHM context
Using a Gibbs sampling approach to assign cluster labels has a key advantage; each data point is assessed marginally. This
means that new data points can be added into the data set and inference can proceed uninterrupted. Since the data in each
cluster update the posterior parameters of that cluster, the cluster posterior distributions are refined by increasing the
amount of data. The addition of data also allows for the creation of new clusters in a probabilistic manner without needing
to pre-specify the total expected number of clusters or the parameters of those clusters, all without relying on heuristic mea-
sures. The learning of the number of clusters is a direct consequence of the Bayesian model form, it does not require expert
knowledge or collection of a large training data set.
This behaviour can be exploited for use in an SHM context in three ways:
1. All data observed by a monitoring system refines the parameters of already known states, e.g. the normal condition, thus
reducing false alarms.
2. When the behaviour of a structure changes, a new cluster is formed, triggering an alarm.
3. If, upon investigation, first of other available data (i.e. operational and environmental data) and if necessary of the struc-
ture itself, this alarm is not a result of damage, the cluster is given a label that allows classification of this separate
undamaged state in the future.
This type of semi-supervised method allows the model to be continually updated so that all data collected are used to
refine the model; this avoids the need to conduct many expensive long-term tests to acquire multiple normal state condi-
tions and to observe the effects of all type of damage. It also allows all data collected by the monitoring system to be used as
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additional information when making inference in the future. Therefore, the value of collecting data increases, as it is not only
used for assessment of the structure, but also improves future operation of the SHM system.
Algorithm 1 A Gibbs Sampler for DP Clustering SHM Data with Forgetting and a Gaussian Base Distribution
function DP-FGSða;l0;R0;j0; m0; omaxÞ
b l0;R0;j0; m0
 
N  0 .The Number of Points Observed
C  0 .Start with No Clusters
for Each New Point Observed do
N  N þ 1
o ¼max N  omax;0ð Þ
for randperm(i ¼ o to N) do .Random Permutation of Last o Datapoints
Remove point xi from cluster ci
Update lci ;Rci ;K
for k ¼ 1 to K do
Calculate p ci ¼ k j ci;X; b;að Þ .Predictive Posterior for Each Cluster
end for
Calculate p ci ¼ k
H j ci;X; b;a
 
.Predictive Posterior of a New Cluster for xi
Sample new ci from normalised p ci j ci;X;a; bð Þ
Add point xi to cluster ci
Update lci ;Rci ;K
end for
end for
end function
It is usual that an SHM systemwill be operational for an extended period of time, therefore, the size of the training dataset
being considered in an online learning setting is constantly increasing. This introduces a challenge if the standard Gibbs sam-
pling algorithm for inference in a DP mixture model were to be used. Since the Gibbs sampler would reassess all of the data
points (calculating the posterior likelihood of each cluster label), at each iteration the algorithmwould become progressively
slower, to the point where it would not be feasible to continue. The proposed solution is to window the process so that only
the previous omax points that are added to the training set are considered in the Gibbs sampler. The value of this forgetting
factor should be determined to be the maximum possible, given available computational power, since the early stopping of
the Markov Chain may mean that the chain has not converged to the target distribution. It is worth considering that this is
the case for all MCMC methods, whose convergence to the stationary distribution is guaranteed in the limit using the Strong
Law of Large Numbers. The usual convergence checks for MCMC can be used, such as the bR statistic [43]; it is recommended,
however, that the sampler is run for as many iterations as is computationally feasible. In an online setting, this is limited by
the rate at which new data is being added to the process; the algorithm should be able to sample every point in the Gibbs
sampler at least once between every new reading.
Pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, here it can be seen that only data points omax samples back in time
are reassessed. This introduces the additional hyperparameter to the model of how far back in time the sampler assesses.
This parameter must be chosen a priori and is dependent on the system used with regard to the expected rate of change
of behaviour, and computational requirements. Once datapoints will no longer be reassessed it is possible to discard them
as the information can be contained in the cluster parameters thus leading to a more computationally and memory efficient
implementation.
5.1. Hyperparameter selection
In many cases the choices of hyperparameters in the process, including l0; R0; m0; j0, must be driven by prior knowledge
of the system which can only come from an understanding of the structure as an engineering problem; additionally, the
available computational resources will govern the range of feasible values.
If there is a casewhere no training data are available, it can pose problems in setting the hyperparameters for the clusters b,
and also the strength parameter a. In this case, pragmatismmust take over. Normalisation of the data would allow the param-
eters in b to be set such that the prior cluster is a zero mean, unit variance Gaussian. It is clearly not possible to perform this
normalisation in the absence of any training data. A sensible solution to this would be to implement a standard normalisation
scheme, removing the mean and scaling by the standard deviation, where these quantities are calculated based on samples
from a fixed period at the beginning of operation, either using the sample statistics, or by bootstrapping [50].
The choice of a poses a more difficult problem. This hyperparameter controls the likelihood that new clusters will be gen-
erated. It is not possible a priori to choose an optimal value for this parameter, since the spacing of the data in the feature
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space is unknown. For many applications, there is a sensible range of values from which a can be set. Based on the authors’
experience, it is recommended that a is set between one and 20 for most applications. Should problems be found with the
process in operation, it is possible to repeat the analysis with a different value for a and if desired inference can be performed
over a by placing a Gamma prior on the parameter [47].
5.2. A suggested decision making process
The algorithm returns more information than a usual novelty detection scheme due to its ability to cluster recurring fea-
ture sets into previously observed behaviour. Outlined here is one way in which this process could be used to aid decision
making for SHM, as well as some of the considerations that should be made.
The simplest method to choose as the point at which an alarm is triggered is the creation of a new cluster, which in theory
corresponds to the emergence of, as yet, unobserved behaviour. However, as the method progresses and clusters data online,
for each assessment in the Gibbs sampler there is a non-zero probability that a new cluster will be created, although this
probability can be very small. To protect against an unacceptable rate of false positives, a threshold can be introduced to
ensure that alarms are not raised until a number of points are added to a new cluster. This threshold can be refined over
the operation of the system as it does not affect the process of clustering the data itself. As a rule of thumb this can initially
be set to be around five points for the critical mass in a cluster; this ensures that the process remains sensitive to changes in
behaviour, but protects against small clusters being formed which don’t correspond to actual structural changes, but are
artefacts of the Gibbs sampler. The value of this threshold does not affect the progression of the algorithm and will likely
be specific to individual use cases, its alteration online does not interrupt the algorithm.
A more robust system can be developed working on the assumption that damage causes ongoing changes in the beha-
viour of the system and that the structure cannot, of itself, return to an undamaged state. The affect of damage will not only
cause a new cluster to be formed but points will continue to be added to this cluster as long as the structure is damaged. In
view of this, it is possible to use the rate of growth of the clusters as indicators of the structures condition or operating beha-
viour. If a new cluster is created and grows at a significant rate (the extreme of which being all new points are added to it)
this indicates a permanent shift in behaviour which could be associated with damage.
The problem remains of determining whether the change in behaviour is associated with damage to the structure or a
change in operation. The primary method to separate damage from environmental variation is the choice of appropriate fea-
tures to cluster [10]. Before the structure is inspected when an alarm is triggered, it is important to use all available data to
assess reasons for changes in behaviour. The obvious suspects would be changes in environmental conditions: temperature,
precipitation, etc. Other factors which will strongly influence the operational behaviour will include changes in use of the
structure, such as change in loading or in the structural properties (e.g. changing topside mass on an offshore platform).
It is worth considering at this point, the difference between observing a correlation with another measured variable related
to the environmental conditions and establishing causation before deciding that the cause of a new cluster is benign. Dis-
cussion regarding this point can be found in [51]. Methods such as the Granger test [52] may help to provide insight as
to whether a cause of the change in behaviour can be explained by other measured data.
6. Results
6.1. Three-storey building structure
The application of the DP mixture model is explored here using a benchmark dataset from a three-storey building struc-
ture (Fig. 3), produced by Los Alamos National Laboratory [53] for identification of damage under changing system beha-
viour. The experiment is a simplified three-storey building structure undergoing base excitation. Damage is simulated
using a bumper attached between the second and third floors with the aim of representing a breathing crack in the structure.
The structure is excited, nominally, along one axis only and mounted on linear bearings to minimise any torsional behaviour.
The structure was tested in 17 states, aiming to represent a mixture of damaged and undamaged conditions, a summary of
these states is shown in Table 1.
In the original report [53], a number of methods for feature extraction and classification are discussed and shown to be
effective at detecting damage on this structure. Zhou et al. [54] show the use of an output-only approach to detect the intro-
duction of damage. Figueiredo et al. [55] discusses the selection of AR model order in the context of damage detection on this
structure, using the time series collected; whereas, Bandara et al. [56] show how frequency domain features (PCA projections
of the FRF and coherence) can be used in the feature selection step and provide good classification results when used as
inputs to a neural network.
The states where the changes made to the structure did not introduce nonlinearity (mass or stiffness changes) are con-
sidered to be environmental variation, and those which introduced nonlinearity (impacts of the bumper) are considered
damage states. It can be seen that, in addition to the baseline condition, there are eight states representing environmental
changes and eight representing damage.
50 measurements were made in every state, each comprising of a time series of 8192 data points, corresponding to 25.6
seconds of data. As is common, frequency domain features are extracted from the data. It is important here that the
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clustering algorithm is also sensitive to features which can be extracted online. Although this limitation is minor, it does
require some consideration when designing the identification algorithm.
Prior to the implementation of an SHM system, the use of such a system is justified, and the design of the systemmust be
informed by operational evaluation [1]. This process considers the added benefit of investing in SHM; it also defines the
parameters under which the system operates. These include considering the conditions in which the structure will operate,
and the effect of this on any data acquisition scheme. A key step in SHM is feature selection; the challenge in this case is that
many of the usual tools for feature selection are unavailable due to the lack of a training phase. It is necessary, therefore, to
design the feature selection in such a way that it can: firstly, be computed online for all data that will be collected by the
system; secondly, will give rise to features that are sensitive to changes in the structure that are of interest. In general this
will be sensitivity to damage in the structure but not to environmental conditions. As is usual when dealing with measure-
ments of acceleration of a dynamical system, data is first transformed into the frequency domain in batch. For vibration data,
damage sensitive features are predominantly extracted in the frequency domain [57,58]. The additional benefit of using
frequency domain features is that they can be invariant to the input to the system, e.g. the natural frequency (of a linear
structure) is not affected by the forcing on the structure. This plays some role in the removal of environmental and
operational changes.
Fig. 3. Image showing setup of the three storey building structure, image reproduced from [53].
Table 1
Table reproduced from [53] showing 17 different states under which the structure was
tested.
Label State Condition Description
State#1 Undamaged Baseline condition
State#2 Undamaged Added mass (1.2 kg) at the base
State#3 Undamaged Added mass (1.2 kg) on the 1st floor
State#4 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 1BD
State#5 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 1AD and 1BD
State#6 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 2BD
State#7 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 2AD and 2BD
State#8 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 3BD
State#9 Undamaged Stiffness reduction in column 3AD and 3BD
State#10 Damaged Gap (0.20 mm)
State#11 Damaged Gap (0.15 mm)
State#12 Damaged Gap (0.13 mm)
State#13 Damaged Gap (0.10 mm)
State#14 Damaged Gap (0.05 mm)
State#15 Damaged Gap (0.20 mm) and mass (1.2 kg) at the base
State#16 Damaged Gap (0.20 mm) and mass (1.2 kg) on the 1st floor
State#17 Damaged Gap (0.10 mm) and mass (1.2 kg) on the 1st floor
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Transformation of the blocks of 8192 time points into the frequency domain gives feature vectors which are 1024-
dimensional real values in the Power Spectral Density (PSD), using Welch’s method [59]. This high dimensionality is a sig-
nificant hindrance to many algorithms, including the one presented in this paper. Not only does it add significant computa-
tional burden, in this case O D3
 
, this complexity comes from the inversion of the covariance matrices which are size D D.
But also many algorithms suffer from lack of sensitivity in high-dimensional spaces due to reliance on Euclidean distance
metrics [60,61]. To avoid this it is possible to only consider other features which summarise the key properties of these high
dimensional features, e.g. the natural frequencies and damping ratios of a system. However, a significant amount of infor-
mation is lost when only these simple quantities are considered. It is desirable, therefore, to retain as much information
as possible while also reducing the dimensionality of the feature space.
The usual manner to deal with this high dimensionality is to perform some type of dimensionality reduction such as Prin-
cipal Component Analysis [4]. PCA, among other dimensionality reduction techniques, requires a representative training set
of data which can be used to learn a linear projection onto a lower-dimensional space by accounting for maximum variance
in each direction as the dimensionality increases. When designing an online SHM system, this does not represent a feasible
approach since data are required to learn the optimal projection prior to any analysis using PCA, via the expectation max-
imisation method. The use of an online PCA projection also causes problems since the projection into the low dimensional
space would be changing online; requiring the algorithm to fully recompute at each time step (running the Gibbs sampler
multiple times to ensure convergence) which is not computationally feasible.
An alternative approach is to leverage a technique that has found widespread use in the compressive sensing community
[62] — Random Projection (RP). The Johnson-Lindenstrauss theorem states that, when a set of high-dimensional data in Eucli-
dean space is projected using a randommatrix, the pairwise distances between the data are preservedwith an error that can be
quantified, allowing signals to be significantly compressed usingRP [63,64]. By adopting a dimensionality reduction technique,
which, rather than manually selecting features, does not require expert knowledge or a representative training set offers a
number of advantages. The foremost of which (in this case) is the ability to begin operation of the SHM system immediately
without a training phase and while preserving the pairwise distances between the full magnitude FRFs/coherences. In this
waymore information canbe retained as opposed to the selection of someother lowdimensional feature e.g.modal properties.
For this dataset, initially, the FRF and coherence at the top floor are considered; each of these is projected down onto ten
dimensions using a random projection, where each element of the random matrix is an i.i.d. sample from the distribution
N 0;1ð Þ. These features are augmented with the area under the magnitude FRF at each floor including the base, giving a
24-dimensional feature vector. The addition of this feature is to capture the change in total energy being transferred to each
floor as the structure state changes.
The algorithm was run with the parameters set as: a ¼ 10; omax ¼ 200;a is chosen by engineering judgement before look-
ing at the data and omax is limited by computation speed; therefore the Gibbs sampler reassessed only the previous 200
points, to save on computational burden. Fig. 4 shows the progression of the algorithm over time with each observation
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Fig. 4. Plot showing features used in clustering with colours indicating the clusters to which datapoints have been assigned for the online Dirichlet Process
clustering with the full 24 dimensional feature space. The vertical lines of each colour indicate the initiation of that cluster. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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being a block of 8192 time series points from which the features are extracted. Vertical lines show the initiation of a new
cluster at which point an intervention is triggered to label the newly-observed behaviour. By studying Fig. 4, one can see
that 16 clusters have been detected. The damage introduced at observation 450, immediately triggers an intervention as
a new cluster is formed.
Fig. 5 shows the confusion matix between the implicit states from the DP clustering and the known true states. For the
initial nine states, baseline and eight environmental changes, there is perfect classification using the online DP clustering,
the 9 9 matrix in the upper left is diagonal. This shows that while the algorithm would require further investigation when
there is a change in environmental behaviour, the reappearance of these changeswould then be correctly classified. For exam-
ple, if there were seasonal changes in behaviour these would be classified correctly after the first appearance of the behaviour.
States 10 to 14 in the dataset correspond to increasing damage severity. It can be seen that for the smallest damage
extent, despite triggering at the first damage observation, there is some confusion with the baseline state. Given these fifty
observations it suggests that damage is occurring while the structure is operating under environmental conditions equiva-
lent to State 1. As the severity of damage increases, the states are correctly classified into one of three clusters. State 15 cor-
responds to the lowest damage extent with the environmental change from state 2, which is classified well as a new damage
case with only a small number of misclassifications into state 2. State 16 is equivalent to 15 except the environmental change
is that seen in state 3, with similar results. State 17 corresponds to a larger damage extent with the environmental change
from state 3. This is well classified as a new damage class.
It is useful however, to consider how varying the alpha parameter would affect the results shown for this case. For this
reason the algorithm was additionally run with a number of different a values. If the system were running offline, inference
could be performed over a to either select an optimal value or to learn the distribution in a Bayesian manner. Instead, the
algorithm has been run with ten different fixed a values for a hundred different runs. Since the algorithm is stochastic, it is
important to consider the distributions at different a values, not just a single result.
Fig. 6 shows the development of the false negative (FN) rate for increasing a. The boxplot shows the 25th and 75th per-
centiles as the top and bottom of each box, the sample median is shown by the red line. The ‘‘whiskers” show the interval of
2:7r and outliers from this range are denoted by red crosses. The FN rate is defined here as the number of points in damage
classes classified into an undamaged class. As seen in Figs. 4, 5, for the progressing damage scenarios in States 10 to 14, three
clusters are created; distinction between these clusters is not included in the calculation of the FN or false positive (FP) rate.
The FP rate was zero for all tests across all values of a, where an FP was defined as a point being classified into a cluster
greater than 9 if it was in one of the first 9 states. For the results shown in Fig. 6, it can be seen that the FN rate is low across
all levels of a. There is an increase in the FN rate as a tends to zero which is associated with data in the lowest damage
extents, States 10 and 15, being misclassified as belonging to the healthy clusters associated with those environmental con-
ditions. As the a value increases past 10, the FN rate has little variation with a, as the clusters are well separated; this stops
the formation of more clusters. Fig. 7 shows this in a box plot where the distributions in the number of clusters are
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Fig. 5. Figure showing the confusion matrix for the implied states (cluster indices) from the online DP clustering when compared to the 17 known states for
which the structure is tested using the full 24 dimensional feature space.
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considered with varying a. The fact that the clusters are well separated, shows that in this range of a values, the number of
clusters plateaus.
For the feature set shown in this experiment, which gives relatively good separation of clusters, the performance of the
process is not significantly impacted by the choice of alpha within the range a 2 ½0:1;30. This supports the a priori selection
of a ¼ 10 as a starting point in engineering problems, where the data can be normalised to zero mean and unit variance and
the parameters of the NIW prior are set l0 ¼ 0;R0 ¼ I; m0 ¼ D;j0 ¼ 1 which corresponds to a unit Gaussian in D dimensions
as a prior.
6.1.1. Feature selection to remove sensitivity to environmental changes
Should one wish to build a damage detection system that is insensitive to changes in the environmental conditions, it is
possible to omit the features that are sensitive to this and perform the same inference procedure on a reduced feature set.
The algorithm is re-run with a reduced feature set, where features are only sensitive to the damage condition not the envi-
ronmental changes, with the same parameters as the previous analysis. This follows from the feature selection methodology
shown in [10]; however, in the case of online learning these features must be chosen a priori based on engineering judgement.
Fig. 8 shows the confusion matrix when only 10 features which are damage-sensitive are used to perform the clustering.
The algorithm is attempting to separate the damaged and undamaged classes from the dataset as defined in Table 1, where
states one to nine are classified as undamaged and 10 to 17 as damaged. These ten features are chosen to be the randomly
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Fig. 7. Boxplot showing distribution of the number of clusters created for 100 runs at the given levels of a.
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projected coherence of the top floor. This feature selection does not require the damage state data. It is intuitive that, since
the system is designed to detect a breathing crack in a structure that is approximately linear, the damage will increase any
nonlinear behaviour which will cause significant change in the coherence but not in the FRF [65]. The coherence should also
be broadly insensitive to the environmental changes that are expected to occur.
The DP clustering algorithm creates only two clusters in this case, without any tweaking of the hyperparameters. These
two implicit states, upon inspection, correspond to the undamaged and damaged states. If only considering whether the sys-
tem is labelled damaged or undamaged (Table 1), there are no false positives and 14 false negatives across the dataset of 850
observations, a FN rate of 0.017, defined as before. These results correspond to a sensitivity of 1 and specificity of 0.965 giving
a total accuracy of 0.984. All of the false negatives occur at the lowest damage state (0.20 mm Gap), under differing environ-
mental conditions. Despite this misclassification, the algorithm would raise a suitable alarm, even at the smallest damage
extent, triggering an intervention.
The behaviour shown in the two cases above clearly demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to detect unknown states
and to create new clusters to accommodate them. It also reveals that this does not remove the need for intelligent feature
extraction based on sound engineering judgement. It is possible, given sufficient physical understanding of the structure, to
imagine features a priori that will only be sensitive to changes of interest (e.g. insensitive to environmental conditions), and
with the use of techniques such as RP to create feature spaces upon which the algorithm can operate. The choice of these
features must be driven by engineering knowledge, in this case the assumption that a system whose behaviour is close to
linear when undamaged will become more nonlinear with progressing damage but not with environmental changes [65].
6.1.2. Operating online without input information
In operation, an SHM system does not normally have access to measurement of the excitation source, as with a system
tested under laboratory conditions. This is normally due to the difficulty in placing instrumentation in the load path of the
structure, both practically and financially. In this case, features based on the FRF or coherence function become inaccessible
due to their reliance on data regarding the forcing of the system.
It is desirable, therefore, to imagine a situation in which the proposed method would be applied on a dataset where this
information is unavailable, the aim being to create a semi-supervised learning algorithm that is sensitive to damage on the
structure. Again, using the intuition that the presence of damage on the structure will lead to increased nonlinearity in the
structure [65], it is possible to determine a feature set that will be sensitive to damage; it is assumed here that the measure-
ments of acceleration at all three floors are available, but not the forcing at the base.
In the same manner as before, the data arriving in windows of 8192 points can be converted into power spectra in the
frequency domain with 1024 features. Operating directly on these power spectra will not yield a high sensitivity to damage
and will be sensitive to changing environmental conditions. It is possible, therefore, to calculate the coherence between two
of these output spectra rather than the traditional input–output coherence. This approach has been explored in [54],
although here further signal processing is applied to create a damage-sensitive index based on the sum of the coherence
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Fig. 8. Figure showing the confusion matrix for the implied states (cluster indices) from the online DP clustering with the reduced feature space (10
features). This compared to the 17 known states of the structure, states 1–9 correspond to undamaged behaviour and 10–17 correspond to damage, as is
shown in Table 1.
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functions. This approach requires offline learning to set up a statistical control chart on this feature, a step that is not
required in the current work.
This coherence between the two output spectra can be reduced in dimension in the same manner as previously, using RP,
since using all spectral lines naïvely is not feasible computationally. The new algorithm here is tested using the projection of
the coherence between the ground floor and the top floor (data channels 2 and 5) onto only three dimensions.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the progression of the algorithm in time, and the confusion matrix when this limited feature set is
used. The performance is comparable to when the input information is also available to the algorithm. It is clear that this
methodology is capable of detecting changes in behaviour associated with damage in an online semi-supervised manner
(in the absence of training data at the start of the process), which is efficient in terms of memory and data storage require-
ments. The information returned from the method regarding the creation of new clusters is a simple trigger for intervention
from engineers operating the system. In addition, as the system continues to collect data, its ability to correctly classify new
data is enhanced as the cluster parameters are refined in a Bayesian manner.
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Fig. 9. Figure showing operation of the algorithm on the three dimension feature space created by randomly projecting the coherence between the ground
floor and floor three.
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Fig. 10. Figure showing the confusion matrix for the implied states (cluster indices) from the online DP clustering with the randomly projected output
coherence features. As in Fig. 8, the algorithm is attempting to classify between undamaged states (1–9) and damaged states (10–17) — see Table 1.
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For this alternate feature set, the results shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are for an a value of 0.1. The results were run for a range
of a values as before; however, for this experiment significant dependence on the choice of a was seen for the number of
clusters created. This is shown in Fig. 11. To calculate the FN and FP, rates the problem was treated as a two class problem
where, any points in cluster 1 were considered to be ‘‘normal” and points in any other cluster were considered ‘‘abnormal”.
This prescription leads to the true classes for each data point to be given by the State Condition column in Table 1. Box plots
of the FN and FP rates for one hundred repeats at each a are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, both the FN and FP rates are very low
for all values of a. The trend shown in Figs. 12 and 13 is a decrease in FN and increase in FP with increasing a. This is expected
since the a parameter encodes the prior belief that data will be drawn from new clusters; intuitively, this states that with a
given value of a a new cluster is just as likely as a cluster with a points in it already, see Eqs. (4) and (9).
Shown in Fig. 14 is the corresponding plot to Fig. 9 for a randomly chosen run of the algorithm with a ¼ 30; it can be seen
that the FP rate is very low with only a single point misclassified, but as soon as the structure has damage introduced (point
450) multiple new clusters are created very quickly. To understand this behaviour, it is helpful to consider the pairwise cor-
relation plots in Fig. 15. Since the data have been normalised online using the first fifty points, and the hyperparameters of
the NIW prior are set to l0 ¼ 0;R0 ¼ I; m0 ¼ D;j0 ¼ 1 as before; the increase in variance seen with the initiation of damage
on the structure, and lack of separability of the clusters, leads to the creation of many new clusters (in this run 11 clusters in
total). In other words, the prior encourages the process to make a mixture of unit variance Gaussian clusters, based on the
normalised data. As damage progresses, the variance in the features increases despite the data being normalised to the lower
variance portion of the signal. The process is, therefore, more likely to create a number of smaller clusters in the cloud of
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Fig. 11. Boxplot showing distribution of the number of clusters created for 100 runs at the given levels of a.
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Fig. 12. Boxplot showing distribution of False Negative rates for 100 runs at the given levels of a when using the output only features.
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higher variance data instead of a single higher variance cluster. This effect is exacerbated by the higher a value, which
favours the creation of more smaller clusters as the value increases.
The key question which must be asked is: in what way will this affect the operation of a system using this technique for
SHM? The system remains resilient to false positives, and as discussed previously, techniques can be used to increase robust-
ness to these. At the initiation of damage in the dataset a large number of new clusters are created which would lead to
investigation, as discussed of other available environmental and operational data. The high number of alarms triggered
would indicate a significant change in the structure, which in this case clearly corresponds to the damage being introduced.
6.2. Z24 bridge data
The now widely-known Z24 bridge dataset [66], has become a test-bed for many damage detection algorithms in SHM,
particularly SHM of civil infrastructure. The dataset comprises of roughly one year of monitoring data from a bridge in
Switzerland where damage was introduced deliberately toward the end of the monitoring programme. Researchers have
most commonly used the first four natural frequencies of the bridge deck as damage-sensitive features; the difficulty in
the dataset arises from the changes in environmental conditions which can confound damage detection algorithms. The
most significant change is when a reduction in temperature is hypothesised to have caused stiffening of the deck asphalt
leading to a rise in natural frequencies.
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Fig. 13. Boxplot showing distribution of False Positive rates for 100 runs at the given levels of a when using the output only features.
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Fig. 14. Figure showing progression of the algorithm when a ¼ 30, vertical lines represent the initiation of a new cluster.
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This work makes no attempt to avoid these changes in behaviour due to environmental effects, instead it aims to demon-
strate the ability of DP-based clustering to detect and subsequently classify different regimes of the structure. The data are
tested with the parameters of the algorithm set as omax ¼ 2000 and a ¼ 10. Here, again, omax is set on the basis of available
computation time which is greater given the slower rate of arrival of the data points. a is set as before. Additionally to this, a
threshold is introduced as discussed, to protect against false positives; this is required in this dataset due to the increased
noise experienced in the full-scale test as opposed to the laboratory setting. The threshold was set at 50 data points; this was
tuned on the basis of results from the initial section of the dataset, 500 data points. As previously mentioned, it may be pos-
sible to set a more robust trigger based on the rate of growth of the clusters, which may well constitute further work.
In the same manner as before, it is assumed that there is minimal training data available, only the first 500 data points. As
the algorithm progresses, more clusters are created; this is shown in Fig. 16, a normal condition cluster (red) is quickly estab-
lished. As the temperature cools three more cluster are created (orange, cyan and green) corresponding to the progression of
freezing of the deck. Two other clusters are created, the dark blue one around time point 800 and the light blue one close to
time point 1700. From inspection of the pairwise plots of each variable (Fig. 17) it appears that this light blue cluster cor-
responds to a shift and rotation in the normal condition. This could be caused by long term drift in the normal condition
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Fig. 15. Pairwise correlation plots for the process when a ¼ 30, where the colours shown correspond to those in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16. Figure showing online DP clustering applied to the Z24 bridge data using the first four natural frequencies as the features.
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which leads the distribution of points in this state to become non-Gaussian, possibly another affect of the varying ambient
temperature, precipitating the creation of a second cluster to approximate the non-Gaussian distribution. Finally, the pink
cluster is created only two data points after damage is introduced to the structure showing the method’s ability, given
the available feature set, to detect a change in behaviour corresponding to damage. In the Z24 dataset, there are two damage
states induced, however, these are both classified into the same cluster when the DPGMM is run online. There are two rea-
sons for this behaviour. The first is due to the lack of separation between the two damage state clusters in the feature space
and the choice of a as shown on the three-storey bookshelf data. The second is that the data is normalised to the initial 500
points of data. The variance observed in this phase from which the hyperparameters of the cluster shape are set is greater
that then separation between the two different damage clusters. This makes it difficult for the algorithm to create a new
cluster for the second damage state due to the prior belief that has been encoded in b ¼ l0;R0;j0; m0
 
.
It can be seen that once the algorithm has an explicit label assigned to the implicit label from the cluster assignment,
subsequent data falling in that cluster can be correctly classified. The clusters relating to the different stiffness conditions
of the deck, are able to classify these events from the second occurrence onwards, avoiding the need for unnecessary inter-
ventions, as would be the case with a simple novelty detection method. Fig. 17 shows the pairwise correlations of the first
four natural frequencies of the Z24 bridge; it is in this feature space that the algorithm is operating. Here, it is clearer how the
clustering algorithm is separating the feature space into a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
The results shown on the Z24 dataset, demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to deal with recurring environmental con-
ditions while remaining sensitive to damage. It also makes clear that this approach to a damage identification algorithm will
require more interventions/inspections shortly after the installation of the SHM system but with robustness increasing over
time.
7. Discussion
The work presented in this paper introduces a methodology for incorporating a DP mixture model into an SHM system for
online damage detection. The algorithm has been shown to perform very well on test data with multiple damaged and
undamaged states. The method requires little user input and updates online with simple feedback to the user as to when
intervention is required. Additionally, as clusters are assigned physically meaningful labels, additional information is avail-
able to the end user. It is believed that the method provides a promising approach for SHM when there is little or no avail-
ability of training data and inspections are possible to assign labels in a semi-supervised manner. There are a number of
strengths to using this technique over a simple novelty detector or a non-probabilistic method such as affinity propagation
[27]. The algorithm, unlike a basic novelty detector, can be run in a semi-supervised manner to assign labels to new beha-
viour states online. This additionally allows for multi-class classification as the algorithm progresses, allowing movement up
the Rytter damage hierarchy [8], as more information is uncovered. The advantage of this over moving from a novelty detec-
tor to classifier online is that there is no further training phase required and the algorithm automatically incorporates both
the classification and novelty detection. Unlike methods such as affinity propagation, the DP clustering algorithm has a
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Fig. 17. The clusters found for the Z24 bridge by the online DP clustering are shown in the feature space.
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strong Bayesian foundation. By using a Bayesian technique, not only is a probability for every cluster provided, but there is a
rigorous framework for the incorporation of prior knowledge. This would allow the use of an incompletely labelled training
dataset to initiate the algorithm if certain states are known at the outset. This is achieved by assigning data points to clusters
to update the cluster parameters, then excluding these points from the Gibbs sampling procedure to fix those clusters as
explicit priors. If new points are added to these clusters, the parameters can continue to be updated via the conjugate update
steps.
A modification to the normal DP algorithm has been proposed where the Gibbs sampler is truncated to consider only the
previous omax points in time. This allows the methodology to be applied online by stopping the computational complexity
growing as more data are acquired. This limits the complexity at each step to be, naïvely, O KD3omax
 
which is possible
to compute online. However, it can be formulated such that the clusters undergo a rank one update to the covariance at each
step which reduces the complexity to be O KD2omax
 
on all but the first time step.
Another key advantage of the method is that, once the NIW hyperparameters have been set, there are only user-tunable
hyperparameters, a and omax. If necessary, full Bayesian inference can be performed by placing a prior over the a parameter
and performing inference, for example, via MCMC. The sensitivity of the process to this parameter has been discussed in
terms of the affect on feature selection and normalisation. It has been shown, however, that problems which may occur from
poor selection of this parameter are minimal, especially when clusters are well separated. Finally, it is possible to formulate
the problem with a non-Gaussian base distribution, if the data are believed to be significantly non-Gaussian. It is worth con-
sidering whether this adds value to the inference procedure since computation time is severely increased in this case and
many non-Gaussian datasets can be well represented by the Gaussian mixture model, especially when the number of mix-
tures does not need to be specified a priori.
It is noted that, although this highly flexible model has a benefit when data arrive online with an unknown number of
states, there may be better tools to use in an offline state or if the problem is restricted to detection. It would be surprising
if this semi-supervised method was able to compete with a fully supervised inference algorithm, since there is less informa-
tion in the training phase. Although the method has been shown to work on a two-class novelty detection problem (Fig. 8) it
is expected that other methods (e.g. robust outlier detection [11]) would perform better if data from the baseline were
known. However, the performance shown in this paper is comparable with many offline supervised methods, particularly
for the three-storey building structure [53,54,56].
For future work, it would be beneficial if the algorithm could be applied on a population level to allow labelling from one
structure to inform inference on another, for example in the case of an offshore wind farm.
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